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PREFACE 

Producers of commodity plastics such as polyethylene are in a con-

stant search. for. new methods to :_make the plast~c. An atmospheric and 

solvent free process would be a welcome new addition •. This study pre-

sents the results of: gas-rphase experiments carried out at approximately 
1: f 

18 psia and 20°1\to 174°c. Both nickel oxide and molybdena catalysts 

were studied •. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The description of a basic commercial proc~ss is a nece$sary step 

to understanding changes made to the process. Briefly, a COlllI!lercial 

ethyl~ne polymerization process invo:J.ves: (a) activating a catalyst 

to the.required valence.state, (b) placing the catalyst in a reactor 

and .filling th.e reactor with solvent, (c) saturating the solvent with 

ethylene and raising the temperature and.pressure.of the reactor .to the· 

desired levels. 

The solvent for a commercial process serves .. several funct~ons. It 

acts as a med.ium to· carry ethylene gas monomer to c~talyst sites for 

reaction al)d as.a carrier.to remove.polymerized material from the cata

lyst. Also the heat of reaction is dissipated by t~e solvent. · 

A s~lvent also ha$ several.disadvantages. The solyent .is a major 

source of cata:J.yst_poisions~ Water, oxygen, sulfur, etc., must be re

duced to parts per million (ppm) levels to pr&long catalyst-activity. 

The solvent purification is therefore a major co~t of .the process. Re

covery of pro4uct from the solvent is another problem associated with 

the solvent. Also pressure$ much. higher than atmospheri.c are necessaJ;"y · 

to main1:ain ,the n~cessary. quantities of ethylene .in solutic;>n• 

Tha solvent further clouds the process by making mechanistic. 

studies more complex. In additio~ to the general reaction steps of. 

initiation, propagation, and termin'1!tion, some account must be made for 
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radical transfer to solvent.as well as monomer. The exact mechanism by 

which .the reaction takes place is open to considerable question. Clark 

arid Bailey (4) present two theories on the polymerization mechanism. 

Katz·and Saidel (12) and Friedlander and.Resnick (9) also develop 

several models for the reaction. The effect of a solvent on the cata-

lyst activity is- also ope'E,l. to some question •. 

One method of simplifying mechanistic;: studies woulc;l be th_e use of 

a.gas phase proc~ss, i.e.~ conversion of ethylene to products without 

the presence of a solvent. A simplified model, such as follows, woulc;l 

more closely represeni;: the reaction of a gas ph~se process. 

Initiation 
. kr 

Mi R +M (1-1) 

.Propagation M0 + M 
kp 

Mx 1 . (1-2) 

Mx + M 
l~p 

Mi+i 

_, kt 
Termination Mi _+ M,;-~ .Mx+y (1-3) 

where R0 represeti~s a free radical on the catalyst, M represents tl!.e 

ethylene monomer, M" is a polymer chain with a free radical, the .x and, 

y subscripts refer to two different ·growing polymer.chains, Mx+y is the 

combination of the.two growing chains, and k1 , kp, and kt indicate tl!.e 

rate'constants for the steps of .initiation, propagation,.and termina-

tion respectively. The fact·that this is only.one model.for the re"". 

action shoulc;l _again'be emphasized. 

Initial studies of the gas-phase .processes shou~d be.limited to 

determining the condition~ for which the reaction will occur. Litera~ 

ture sources.(1~2,14,15,17,21) have reported a wide range of conqitions 

for the actual polymerization reaction. This study was co'E,lcerneq with 
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finding the extent of reaction possible for low temperature ranges (20° 

to 175°C), at essentially atmospheric pressu~e, and for selected cata

lysts. 



CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE 

During the years of 1953-57, after the advent of high density poly

ethylene, .several artic+es were published describing methods for making 

the polymer. (9). A greater quantity of facts was published in patents 

concerning the high density process. In almost all of the early patents 

mention.was made that polymerization could be effected at.atmospheric 

pressure, without the us.e of a solvent or liquid medium. 

Standard Oil. of California has several patents (13,14,l6,21) which 

indicate that high density polyethylene can be formed at atmospheric 

pressure with a molybdena or nickel catalyst, and without ·a solvent. 

One patent .. (13) is devoted specifically to the gas-phase polymerization 

of ethylene. In the gas phase patent, a flow scheme is presented for a 

typical commercial gas-phase polymerh;ation process (Figure 1). The· 

gas phase· s'ystem was designed primarily for the recovery of·. gasoline, 

prodµcts; however, the polymer possibilities .shou:).d not be overlooked. 

The catalyst suggested for this. process was a nickel or cobalt· type 

supported on actiyated carbon. Ethylene is fed down-flow through a 

fixed bed reactor. To recover the solid products from the rea~tor, the·· 

bed.of .catalyst is washed with a·solvent. Using two reacto:i;:s prevents· 

down time for the system. The gas phase system does not show great de

tail for the purific~tion of tbe high molecular weight polymers. 

Comparison .. of· the above gas phase process with, a commercial 

4 
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Phillips sol~tion process (Figure 2) shows some simplification .for the 

gas phase ·process. The necessity of a high purity solvent is eliminate.d 

in,the gas.phc!!-se process. 

Others have patented processes for the gas phase ethylene polymer-

ization using a Ziegler type.catalyst (17,19). Also among the early 

gas phase experiments are some.on chromia type catalysts (5). 

Initial lit~rature search indicated that the most detailed informa-

tion was. on ·catalysts of molybdena and nickel. Much of the information 

was primarily concerned with. a solvent type polymerizat:j..on process; how-

ever, cond~tions for a gas phase process were also given. Catalyst 

activation was-identical for eith~r·the selyent .phase or the gas phase 

process. The ranges on the reported experimental.conditions for the 

catalyst· activation and polymerizatiori. are listed in Table I. The 

T~ilI (11,.13,14,15,21) 

RANGE ON 'CA-TALY.S'l'~ ACTIVA,'iPION -AND .,-POLYMERIZA-TIOK CONDITIO~. 

Catalyst· Time Temperature Pressure 
y 

1-5% Ni on 30 min. to 200-400°C 200 to 2000 
activated, Activation 2 hours (392-752°F) psig 
ca:rbon 

Size:· 1/16" 
15 min. to from <below 0 to 5000 pellets to Reaction 3 hours room to 200°c psig powder, (392°F) 
··. 

5-34% Mo on 30 min. to 400-5oo0 c 0 to 3000 
y-alumina Activation 16 hours (7 52-932°F) psig 

Size: 1/8 by 30 min. to 75 - 3oo0 c 0 to 5000 
1/8'1 pellets Reaction 10.hours (167-572°F) psig 
to powder 

.. •· . 
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conditions, tabulated are. applicable tb both. the gas phase a11d solvent. 

type processes. Suggested.operating conditions.are listed in Table II. 

TABLE·.II 

SUGGES'l'ED CATALYST ACTIVATION AND POLil!ERIZA'I'ION CONDIT+OJ'lS 

Ca taJ,ys t ~. Time Temperatl;lre Pressure 
.. 

; 

5% Ni on Activation 30 min. 23o0 c l5 psig 
activated (626°F) 

carbon' 
'' 

' Size: 6 
120°c to 14 mesh Reaction 1 hour 

(248°F) 
2000 psig 

. 

8% Mo on Activation 1 hsur 46p0 c 150 psig 
y-alumina (860°F) 

Size: 2 
130°c to 6 mesh Reaction 3 hours 

(266°F) 
1100 psig 

The suggested conditions for polymerization ('J;'able II) were actual con-

d.itioM for a particular study (13,21), 

The polymerization of ethyl~ne is exothermic and therefore presents 

some problems in maintaining proper temperature controL For be111t .tem-

perature control, .a fluidized bed reactor has been suggested (14). 

Batch type reactors, hqwever, can be used with equal success as evi-

deuced by present connhercial processes (1, 2) . 

Pressure was considered necessary to maintain a sufficient conc~n~ 

tratian .of ethylene in.the liquid solvent (15). Higher concentrations 

of ethylene would help overcome.any liquid film resistance about.the 

catalyst particle. Discu,ssien of a t~t,st•CI~, however, was not within l 
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the scope ··of .the>p'liblication' 

The effect of catalyst particle size was another point open to some 

speculation. For nickel on carbon, a partic4lar particle size was s'l,lg

gested by one article (13), but the stat~ment that yield of polymer was 

unaffected by·particle size was made in another (15). The specific vis

cosity, however; was. shown to be a function of. catalyst particle size .• 

(15). The yield, of polymer· from a molybdena catalyst seemed to be inde

pendent· of particle size, although the activation time for the catalyst·. 

was a strong function of the size (21). 

Anoth.er factor to be considered for both catalysts was the poison 

level. Oxygen and'water were the major poisons and allowable levels 

were said to lie between.10 parts-per-million (ppm) and 2000 ppm for 

the oxygen and up to .5% .for the water. 



CHAPTER III 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Investigation of the gas phase.process began,with .the specification 

of reaction conditions. The temperature range of 200 to 175°C was 

chosen to dete~ine .the lo~est temperature at which the process could be, 

effected. The· pressure of 18 psia was ch.osen for the potential .commer

c:i,al economi~ advant;ages of a. near atmospheric process. Reaction time 

was chosen as three hours as suggested from tl;le literature. 

Specification of .. catal.yst size .and activatio11 conditions was also 

necessary. A choice of catalyst particle size of 20 to 48 mesh was 

based on: promoting good,fluidizat;ion. Various combinations of oxidation 

and reduction were used on both catalysts to find the most ac.tive state; 

Activation temperature and pressure were varied for the nickel catalyst 

to find th.e best method for activation. Temperature and pressure were 

held.constant.for the molydena catalyr;;t-since activation conditions 

were more accurately specified in the literature. 

Equipment 

The reaction system was constructed as. shown in Figut:e 3. (See. 

Table III for a complete listing of the equipment;.) 

The volume of. the system and the pressure.drop caused by.piping 

were both imp<;>rtant. The actual vol4me of the system shou.ld. be kept to 

a min:µnum. to:. reduce . the time necessary to ·remove impurities from the 

10 
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TABLE III 

LI~T OF REACTION SYSTEM EQUIPMENT 

Pipe 1~" I.:Q.,. galvanized, s1t:eel 

Reactor 2" I.D., pyrex. glass, 15" long 

Valve 1 1~1' gate. valve, Brass ... 125 psia .max. 

Valve 2.-- 3/4" gate val.ve, bras~-300 psia max. 

' Blower -- 8'' liameter, cover constru~ted .of· 1/16" sheet .iron. 

Motor -- G.Ei, 1/2 horsepower, ·ex~losion proof, 

Heater 1 --. 9611 heavy insulated heating tape, 768 watt.s 

Heater .2 6 foot :Marsh beaded heater, No. 3116-2 

Manome_ter .-- 8" Meriam manometer 

Thermocouple 1 Conax, bare.end, .copper-constantan 

Thermocouple 2 Conax, shielded grounded end,ir~n-cQnstantan 

Potentiometer _:._ Leeds & Northr~p Co.. No •.. 8690 . 

Vacuum Pump -- ·Duo-Seal. 

Support S~ree~ -- 48 Mesh stainless steel 

Insulation -- 1 '.' wide asbestos tape 

Tubing te. bott.led gases, chromatograph, and manometer 
1/4-" O.D., C~pper 

- 12 
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system. The·minim,um volume for.this·study was.dicta,ted ,by·the- type 

blower involved •. Smaller transfer lines.caused higher.pressure.drops 

and-the blower used, in tb,e system,c9ul4 overcome a maximum pressure drop 

of only a few inches of water •. The system should.also .be air tight· 

since oxygen is a primary catalyst poison and.small quantities can have 

a ruinous effect on the reaction (14,15). 

· Ethylene was: _recirculated .via th,e blower and the flow througb the. 

catalyst:bed was·contro:!-led .by the amount of gas,bypass·allowed by the 

bypa.ss .valve. To .drive the blower, a·. c9nmu~rcia.l exp_losion-proo:f; motor 

was sealed inside the react.ion system. The motor was wound with C()pper 

tubing tQ. provide :adeq"Qate cool:b1g iI). the .enclosed .system. By enclosing 

the moto~ in.the system,, leakage around the motor abaft.was elimi~ated. 

To _avoid danger from the motor, . oxygen· mul(I t be removed .Jr om . the system, 

before filling with ethylene. 

To defirie tepiperatul;'e effects., ·the gas in the. system was heated·. 

with a heating tape. on the. exterior of the reactor and .. pipit).g. A ._great-

er. range on catalyst bed temperature could have ·been obt.ained by heating 

and·in$ulating more.sections.of the system. The amount heated and in7 

sull;lted for tQ.is study.was ac;Jequate for the temperature range des:f.red~ 

The· temperat~re of. the gas in the _syste:m was mea~urecJ by a. thermocouple -

placed just abe>ve tije glass reactor tube (Figure 4). The react<;1r wall 

tem,peratur~ was,measured_by pl"!-cing a thermoc;ouple between the.heating 

tape and the glass wa],l·of the reactc;>r. 

For catalyst -activation, a tubular bomb was constructed. The bomb 

was a le.ngta of stainl..ess""".steel tube. The tube was threaded and ·a gate 

valve was screwed-onto one end anc;J a globe valve was screwed to.the , I . . .. . 

other~ The _bonib was connec_ted .to gas bottles via 1/4" copper tubing 
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as shown·in Figure 5. Materials of construct;ion .for the bomb and the 

activati9n system are l~sted in Table.IV. The bomb was heated by plac-

TABLE IV 

EQUIPMENT LIST F0R ACTIVATION APPARATUS 

Pipe -- 1/2" I.D. - 304 stainless steel, 15" long. 

Valve 1 .,.,- 1/2" gate valve, brass, .300 psia max; 

Va).ve 2 1/2" globe valve, brass, 300 psia max~ 

He~ter 750 watt, heavy duty combustion furnace; 
single zone 

Tubing ta. bottled gases 1/4" O.D., copper 

.. ing it .lengthwise in a Multiple Unit Heater. The temperature of the 

catalyst was.determined by a thermocouple in the center of the bomb, 

which corresponded·to the center of the heater. The thermocouple.was 

manually inserted through the open end.of the activation tube and·the 

temperature ~easu~ed in the radial center of the tµbe avoiding touching 

the walls. 

ProceQ.ure. 

Rea:ctor Preparation and Operatic;m 

A description of a typical run. follows, . beginning with. a careful 

procedure for filling the system with ethylene. The r~action system 

was .,evacuated to 10 psia internal pressure with a Duo-Seal vacuum pump, 

then filled tQ atmospheric pressure with dry nitrogen gas; (See Table· 

V for list and specifications of gases used.) After the evacuation-

filling procedure was.repeated ten times.the system was.pressured up to 
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18 psia and dry nitrogen ._was purged through the vacuuljl pump for five 

minutes. The systeni was next evacuated to 10 psia and filled with 

ethyle~e. The evacuation...-filling procedure was carried out five times 

with ethyle11e. The systell\ ~•then,pressurec). up to 18 psia and a line 

leading to·a chrr::>mat(i)grs,ph was aL).owed to purge for one minute. Asam-

-ple of the gas was- analyzed on ·an F&M Model 500 chromatograph. Complete 

details of the chromatograph and its_ operation are given in the Appen...-

dix. The evacuation-filling was continued five more times with et;hylene 

as the make..,.up gas. Again the sample line was-purged -for one.minute 

and a saniple -of th~ gas, analyzed. in the_ chromatograph; After the teµ 

ethylene evacuations the system was pressured up .. to 18. psia. and purged 

for five ,minutes. Anoth.er chromatogram of the contents. of the system 

was made• See the Appendix for sample chromatogram and calculations;. 

During the filling process the gas in. the system wai;; simultaneously be-

ing heat_ed to approximately 11Q°C .. The re.actor system ,was tl).en main- . 

tained with ethylene at .18 psia while the catalyst-was activated. 

TABLE V 

LIST OF GASES AND CATALYSTS 

Hydrogen-..,. 99.95%, prepurified -..,. Matheson 

Helium -- 99.995%, prepurified -- Airco. 

Nitrqgen 99.99%; prepurified -- Airco 

Ethylene 99.8%; pure grade -..,. Phillips 

Nickel_Cata:iyst -- 10-12% .Nickel Oxide on 
Gannµa Alumina Girdler T-310 

Molybdena Catalyst 10...-12% Molybdic,Oxide 
on Gamma .• Alumina -- Girdler T-306 
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The reaction an:i;shut. down procedures were simple. For reaction 

thQ,bed·ef catalyst.wa.s fluidized by the flowing ethylene, and for mosJ;: 

run~, the ethylene was ... contc;i.cted with. the catalyst .for three _hours. 

The system was shut down by purging q minutes ,with nitrogen. 

·The final J;:'Un .with the molybdena. catalyst was a. batcl;i run ,made .in 

the activ·at0r bomb~ The catalyst was activated in the previously 

described fashion. For polymerization, the temperature was dropped to· 

approximately 15000, the.activator bomb was filled with ethylene, and 

the pressure raised to 165 psig~ A small amount of ethylene was added 

to the system to maintain the pressure ccmstant .. The reaction was 

allowed to proceed for three hours. Th-e ,products·were tl).en removed 

from the. c;i.ctivat:i,on tube and analyz~d, as described ,below. 

Catalyst Activatio!l.al'ld Transfer 

Activation of the catalyst -in the bomb and transfer to the reaction 

system were the next.coric~rns. The catal.yst,to be.used,in the run.was 

heated to the desired temperature in the activate>r bo'fllb. A constant.· 

flow of dry nitrogen passed through the. bomb during heat up time. Heat 

up time for the bomb was usually one hour. Next,_ the .catalyst-.was re

duced with hydrogen for some specified length of time .• At the end.of 

the reduction time the activation tt,ibe was closed on·one end.and pres-. 

sured to 150 psig with hydrogen; The activator was removed from the. 

heater anQ. screwed, onto·. the polymerization apparatus (as shown in, Fig

ure 4). The valve between the activator and.the reactor was opened and· 

the system was purged for five minutes with ethylene to insure no.addi

tional oxygen from the dead. space between activator bomb and.· reactor 

was ad4ed to the polymerization system. Another,chromatogram was rup 
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as a c~eck on impurity level. The final. valve between .catalyst and re-

actor was opened .and th.e catalyst allowed to fall onto the cataly$t 

support screen in the reaction tube. The polymerization system was 

cJ,.osed except for a very small,ethylene addition to maintain the sys-, 

tern's operating pressure. 

Analysis. 

Determination of the amount of ethylene converted to polymer.was 

the last step to completing a run. To determine the conversion of ethy~ 

lene to polymer, the catalyst was first boiled in chloroform. The hot 

chlarofqrm was the.n poured into. dishes for evaporation. The catalyst 

was· next boiled in.benzene and the benzene was aJ,.so poured into dishes 

for evaporation. The resinou$ material left in the dishes was weighed . . 

to determine the amount of ethylet}e converted. ~ile boiling, sufficient 

solvent .to cover the catalyst 1/2" was used. Evidence that·there had 

incl.eed.been.some,conversion was the main.pursuit in the washing pro-

cess. 



CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

Nickel Catalyst 

Table VI shows the conditions studied for the nickel on alumina. 

The effects of temperature, catalyst activation, and poison level were 

the primary variables studied. 

Activation temperatures of 260°, 3300, and 360°C were used (with 

the exception of runs 12-N and 13:-N?, with activation pressures of 14.7 

psia and.200 psig. Various combinations of oxidation' (heating in air) 

and reduction (heating in H2) were also considered duriQ.g activation. 

Oxidatie.ti varied .from ~n0:ne, te two heurs and reduction· f'fo~ 15, minut,es 

to. 4 ·heurs... Rµns J.,.N, s.~N, 12-N, and .13-N resulted .in ,an. active cata

lyst. 

Reaction temperatures of 20°c to 175oc were stu4ied. This range of. 

temperatures fell within th~ suggested reaction temperatur~ limits. Two 

and three hours were the reaction times.cons:f,.dered •. The reaction pres

S\l,re Of 3 'to .4 psig was·. held clow to detEarmine the extent of reaction 

whic;:h ·cou.ld be effected at ef?sent;ially atmospheric pressure. The rum;i 

which resu,lte,d in ,an· active cata:!.yst -alse gave. same, convEarsiei;i upen 

po],ymerizat,iG:>n. Tl;le·ceri\T~rsiqn, hqwev~r, was quite lqw (ablout, .03 gm 

per.36 gm.catalyst). 

?n 
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Run 

Catalyst 
No. Time 

1.5 hr Air 
1-N 

1.5 hr B2 

2 hr Air 
2-R 

1 hr B2 

2 hr Air 
3-N 

l hr B2 

2 hr Air 
4-N 

45 llin H2 

l hr 112 
5-N 

40 9in Hz 

l hr •2 
10 - 12% 6-N 

40 min B2 
ltickel 

2 hr Air 
Oxide OD 7-!I 

40 min H2 
y-Aluaina 

- 1 hr N2 
8-N 

45 min H2 

l hr N2 
9-N 

45 min B2 

1.5 Jar Air 
10-N 

l hr H2 

1 hr N2 
11-N 

4 hr . H2 

35. min heat 
12-N 

up in H2 

15 min heat 
13-N 

up in· H, 

Tl\BLE .. VI. RESULTS OF EXPERJMENTS WITH NICKEL: 

.. 
Activation Reaction 

Temperature :Pr~aure· T1me T~rature Pressure Particle Size Conmen ts 

200<: external C&talyat 111D&tly grey. 
3300C 14. 7 psia 2 hT 3.3· pdg 20 to 48 aeah 

(2D"C internal) No prciduct 

77"C external Catalyst moatly grey. 
260"c 14. 7 psia 2 hr 3.3 pdg 20 to 48 aesh 

(350C int~_rnal) No Conversion. 

. 95oc external Catalyst grey-green 
360"c 14. 7 psia 2 hr 3. 7 paig 20 to 48 mesh mix;ure. 

(400C internal) Low conversion. 

ssoc external Catalyst black and green. 
360"C 14. 7 paia 2 hr 4.0 paig 20 to 48 mesh 

( 40"C int8rnaJ.) No converaion. 

1200<: external Catalyst grey-green 
260"C 200 psi& 2 hr 3.5 Pai& 20 to 48 mesh mixture. 

C5SoC internal) Low ·conversion. 

l !Xl0 c exl:ernal Catalyst mostly grey. 
260"C 14. 7 psis 2.Shr 3.0 paig 20 to 48 mesh Regenerated Run 5. 

(SO"C internal) No product. 

l 90°c external Catalyst 11D8tly grey. 
2600C 14.7 psia 2 hr 3.5 paig 20 to 48 mesh Regenerated Run 5 and 6. . (800C internal) No product • 

3700c external Catalyst grey-green and 
260'ic 200 psig 1.5 hr 7.5 pisg 20 to 48 mesh black. 

(l04oC internal) Questionable converdon. 

400"c external Catalyst black-green. 
260°C 200 paig 3 hr 3.5. psig 20 to 48 mesh 

(ns°C inte.rual.) No conversion. 

335oc external Catalyst black and green. 
260"c 14. 7 psis 3 hr 3.0 psig 20 to 48 aeah 

c107q: internal) Ito coaversion. 

38SoC external Catalyst mo~t"ry black. 
2600C 200 psig 3 hr 3.0 psig 20 to 48 mesh ···. 

(UOC!c internal) No conversion. 

anknown 38SC!C ex..,ern&l Catalyst grey-green •ix. 

14.7 psia 3 hr 3.5 pdg 20 to 48 mesh -Low converaion. Catalyst 

(max of 200°c) (llO°C internal) turned more green during 
re ........ ion. 

UlllmO"ll 3850C external catalyst grey-green mix. 

_14.7 psis 3 hr 3.5 pdg 20 i:o 48 mesh Low conversion. Catalyst 

(aax of l SOOC) (llOC:C ini:ernal) i:urned more green during ____ .... __ 

"'--.-----,,,·/ 

I\) 
I-' 
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Molybdena Cataly$t 

·Table VII shows the conditions studied for the molybdena catalyst. 

The:variables considered for the.molybdena system were reaction temper

ature, pressure, poison level, and catalyst activation •. 

The activation temperature was held between 430° and 4800C as sug

gested in-. the literature (Table II). Activ~tion pressure was. held at· 

200 psig witb. the exception of Run 4-M. The main variable for activa

Uon was the oxidation and reduction time. An active catalyst Wli!-S pro

duced with reduction times from five mintues to 1 hour. Total oxidation 

or total reduction, Runs 4-M and 5-M respectively were.the runs which. 

failed to give an active catalyst. 

Tqe reaction ti11,1e was hel4 at three hours for all runs except Run 

2-M. For the first nine runs the pressure was held between.three and 

four psig to determine if polymerization would occur.at lo~ pressure. 

The gas temperature for the first nine runs was between 90° and,175°c. 

The result of increasing the temperature was a lower molecular weight 

product. the,conversion for the first nine runs was-very low (E:!-bout 

•. 03 gm/38 gm catalyst) except for Runs 4-M and 5-M where no conversion. 

was obtained. 

For -p.uns 10-M and 11-M, pressure of 165 psig was used. The teµipera

ture and·time were similar to the first nine runs, but more cqnversion 

was- .obtained• from Run 10-M (about 3 gm/38 gm catalyst)• The temperature 

of 455oc on Run 11-M was .outside th.e range for polymerizat.ion suggeste4 

by the literature,(Table I), and no conversion was obtained. 



Run 
Catalyst 

No. Time 

Heat up l hr 
1-M 10 min purge 

50 min activation 

Heat up l hr 
2-M 10 min purge 

35 min activation 

Heat up l hr 
3-M 10 min purge 

40 min activation 

Heated 2 hr 
4-M 

in air 

Reduced in 
5-M 

10 - 12% H2 4 hours 

Molybdic Heat up 1 hr 
6-M 

Oxide on 15 min activation 

y -Alumina Heat up 1 hr 
7-M 

5 min activation 

Heat up 1 hr 
8-M 

35 min activation 

Heat up 1 hr 
9-M 

1 hr activation 

Heat up 1 hr· 
10-M 

1 hr activation 

Heat up 1 hr 
11-M 1 hr, 10 min 

activation 

TABLE VIL RESULTS . OF EXPERIMENTS wrr·K MOLYBDENA 

Activation Reaction 

Blanket Temperature Pressure Time TTemperature Pressure Particle Size 
Gas 

N2 29ooc external 
H2 4300 to 48ooc 200 psig 3 hr 3.5 psig 20 to 48 mesh 
H2 (95°c internal) 

N2 27ooc external 
H2 4300 to 48ooc 200 psig 3.5 hr 3.5 psig 20 to 48 mesh 
H2 (9ooc internal) 

N2 3700C external 
H2 430° to 48o0c 200 psig 3 hr 4 psig 20 to 48 mesh 
H2 (1040C internal) 

4oooc external 
Air 430° to 48o0c 14. 7 psia 3 hr 3.5 psig 20 to 48 mesh 

(17soc internal) 

380°c external 
H2 4300 to 48o0c 200 psig 3 hr 3.5 psig 20 to 48 mesh 

(175°c internal) 

N2 385°c external 
4300 to 48ooc 200.psig 3 hr 3.5 psig 20 to 48 mesh 

H2 (175°c internal) 

N2 385°c external 
430° to 48ooc 200 psig 3 hr 3.5 psig 20 to 48 mesh 

H2 (1770C internal) 

.N2 3ao·0c external 
430° to 4B0°C 200 psig 3 hr 3.5 psig 20 to 48 mesh 

H2 (174oc internal) 

N2 37o0c external 3/16 x 3/16" 
4300 to 48o0c 200 psig 3 hr 3.5 psig 

H2 (135°c internal) Tablets 

N2 
4300 to 48o0c 200 psig 3 hr 130° to 16o0c 165 psig 20 to 48 mesh 

H2 

N2 2 hr 455oc 3/16 x 3/16" 
430° to 480°c 200 psig 3 hr 170 psig 

H2 1 hr 18o0c Tablets 

Comment 

Very low conversion. 

High molecular weight. 

Very low conversion. 

High molecular weight. 

Very low conversion. 

High molecular weight. 

No conversion. 

No conversion. 

Very low conversion:. 
Some greasy prod. 
(lower mol. wt.) 

Very low conversion. 
Greasy product. 
(lower mol. wt.) 

Very low conversion. 

Greasy prod. 

Very low conversion. 

Greasy product. 

Good conversion. 
Both high and low 
Mol. wt. product. 

No conversion. 

I\) 
w 



CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION OF .RESULTS 

Several.funs were.made with .each cata:\.yst. The exact conditions 

fer each run. are presented in Table VI for the nickel catalyi;;t-and 

Tabl,e VII for the molybdena catalyst. 

Nickel Catalyst 

F~t the nic~el on alumina cat~lyst several.runs were within the 

range of.cpnd:t.tions suggested in Table II. Experimental conditions of 

400·to 55°c gas temperature and 3.5 psig for runsi 3-N and 5-:-N were well 

bel_ow recommended temperat\lre and pressure, but certainly within the 

r~nge.suggesteQ.. Run:s 12-,.N and 13-N were close to the recommended tem-

peratu:i;e of .120°C, however, the pressure was.3.5 psig. For all·fou,r of 

these runs the catalyst ~.was visually observed to be a~tive as suggested. 

by color (10). The very small.amount of polyiµerization suggested the 

polymer. was -_building up on. the surface of the catalyst and inhibiting 

the r~act~on •. A more det~iled discussion of eacb run follows. 

For the first four runs with the nickel.catalyst; a variety of 

activation conditi~ns was used to try. to establ:i-sh a method· for making 

an active catalyst. Temperat~res of 260°, 330°, .and 360°c were used. 
\ 

I 

Oxidation was 1.5 and.2 hou:i;s antj. reduction tiiµe ranged:from 45 minutes 

to 3.hours. Based on later measurements, the internal gas temperature 

was from 20° to 40°C. The·primary concern for these runs was that the 

?_4 
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temperature be within the range of polymerization conditions •. The in

ternaLgas temperatul;'e estabU.shed this. For these four ru:qs, the im""'. 

purity level,was reduced by a 3 hour nitrogen-purge and a 15 min~te 

ethylene purge~ Later measurC?lllents showed that this metho.d ·reduces the 

impurity level to below 2000 ppm. Of these first .runs only.Run 3'"'."N gave· 

an .. active cat;alyst -ancj. detectable conversion. (Active catalyst is e:x;

plained. in th.e next paragraph). Runs 1-N, 2-N, and. 4-N were nqt ·act;ive . 

and gave no conversion •. 

The main objec~ of these first four runs was.to observe the cata~ 

lyst colqr af.ter activ~tion. ·as an intj.icat:ion .of obtaining the proper. 

catalyst :.state. References (4, 13, 18, 21). indicated .a redl;lced ,valence 

state: of +5 for tl;>.e nic).cel was favorable to polymerization; therefore, 

the grey-green, (mostly green) miXttlr~, of Run 3-N was cl}9sen to be the 

state for polymerization tr:l,,alsi f'he green particle represented the +5 

valence i;tate·and the.grey part:l,,cle~ were pro~ly the +6 state for the 

:p.ick_el catalyst (10). The actual or preferred valeace state.· is still 

open to muc~ spec;:ulation .as st~ted by Clarke (5). Whether +5.or +6 or a 

cqmbination of .the two is.the active species is un~nown. Several publi

ca:tions support the.ic;),ea.that,the active state·is an·overal], average, 

betw~en .+6 an4 +3 (8,5). Molybdeum oxide is more stable as +6. Having 

both.catalysts in the +6 state, reduction to a lower st.ate.was the first 

activation state. Only the colors.of the catalysts were used as.indi-:

cat:l,,ons, and.no attempt was made.to define _the exact state of the mix-

ture present. 

Ac~ording tq Peters et. al. (15) activation time could-be shortened 

by an increase in pressure~ For Run 5-N, the acrtivation time was

short:eried by eliminating the oxidation ancj. reducing the reduction time 
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to 40.minutes. The pressure was raised to 200 psig. The catalyst- came 

out active.as shown by color. For the polymerizat:!-on part of the run,. 

the plexiglass reactor tube was replaced with a glass tube and.the re

actor gas . temperature was· .. raised to.· 55oc. Again polymerization condi

tions were present, as suggested in, Table I. The catalyst was washed 

with a solvent, but very little (.03 gm per 38 gm catalyst) was re

covered. 

Conversion .was actually measur:ed for only two runs. Th~ catalyst 

was.weighed before polymerization and the weight of the polymers was 

determined after the washing process to obtain a poiymer per gram of 

catalyst ratio. The amount.of cehversion.for other runs was visually 

deterll).ined to be close to the amount of the weighed runs. 

Runs 6-N and .7-N were attempts to use a regenerated.form of the 

catalyst from Run 5-N. The regeneration process cqnsi~ted.of heating 

to 2q0°c in nitrogen then reducing for 40 minutes in H2 for Run 6-N. 

Run·7-N treatment was oxidation for 2 hours followed by 40 minutes re

duction. The desired, catalyst color was not obtained.for either run~ 

The difficulty of such regeneration has been noted (13). Peters et; al. 

made the suggestion that a washing-heating cycle was needed, but that 

the regeneration was not. very. successful. 

On Run 8-N an internal ther:mocouple was installed to measu:i;:-e the 

temperature.of the ethylene gas.inside the system. The chromatograph. 

sampling technique for determination of impurity levels was.also em

ployed. For this and.the remaining Runs 9-N to 13-N, the impurities 

level.was reduced to the order.of 100 ppm via the evacuation.procedure. 

Again, the temperature of polyI!lerization was incr:eased; but there was 

no effect on the amount of conversion. On .this. run, the ca.talyst was a 
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black-green. ins te.ad of the grey-green desired. 

For Runs 9-N; 10-N, and 11-N the catalyst had the black-green 

cQlor. A form of. nickel hydroxide is reported to be black· (10); how

ever, deliberate attempts to form.a hydroxide by introducing water _under 

temperatures and.pressµl,"es similar to those of Runs 9-N to 11-:N failed 

to produce the.black particl~s. Nickel peroxide, which is also inactive, 

is another.black form of the nickel. The polymerization step was 

carried out for all three runs (9..,-N to 11-N) and.· no reaction was noted. 

The presence of .the black particles suggested that the catalyst was.not 

in an active state. The temperature for these three runs was close to 

the suggeeted_reaction temperature of 120°c (see Table U). 

Activation for Run 12-N was at atmospheric pressure and the heat 

up time was reduced. to 35 minµtes. The· heat up time was also used to 

reduce. the catalyst -_with H2 •. Therefore, the final temperature of. 260°c 

was never achieved. Again, as shown.in Table VI, the catalyst came eut, 

active. Upon contacting the catalyst with ethylene, the few grey par

t:i;.cles of catalyst were observed to turn green. Very low conversion, 

comparable to that of Runs 3-N an<;l 5-N, resulted. 

For Run 13"'"N, the catalyst .. was activated with H2 for 15 minutes and· 

came . from the ac ti va tor with appr0ximately a 50 I 50 mi::ctur.e of . grey . to 

green parti~les. Upon beginni.J:lg the polymerization run, tl;1e grey par

ticl,es were observed to turn green in the first 15 minutes of the run. 

This.change in.color indicates that·they were further reduced.by 

ethylene. 
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Molybdena Catalyst-

For the molybd~na on .;tlui:p.ina, Runs 4-M, 5-M, and 11-M were.the 

only tht"ee .runs· _to fall outside the range of polymerizatio'I). conditions 

as indicated in, Tabl~ II. Runs 4-M and 5-M were outside _suggesteQ. cata

lyst -aci+ivation. cond+tions and Runll-M .was a'f?ove.recommended polym~ri

zati9n temperatur~. No _polymer formed in t~ese runs. 

Runs 1-M _through 3-M and 7-M_through 9..,.M indicated there was a. 

wide range of activating conditiqns for the catalyst.· However, a quan-

titative measure of the_effect of activation condit:j.ons.was not po~sib+e 

because the yield. was - limited to such_ very small· amounts.. Runs 2-M~ 1:1:µ4 

8-M indicated that one.effect of increasing temperature was an apparent 

lower molec~lar weight produc~. Conversion for the two runs did not 

change, indicating temperature was not the single contrqlling factor.in 

the process. Runs 2~M and 3..,.M showed-no -variation in quantity of pro

duct upon change in impurities level from 2000 ppm to the order of 100 

ppm. -

For molybdena, the reported activatic;m conditions seemed to. be more 

accurate~ For each run, a consistent color change was o'f?seryed for a 

wide ran,ge.of conditions of the activation step. For tQ.e first and 

sec~nd,runs with ,t~e molybdena, the.impurity _level was-reduced to a 

leyel below-2000 ppm by purging with .nitrogen.for 3.haurs prior to.run-

ning and also purging with ethylene for 15 minutes. The molybdena 

c~talyst was observed. to-change color from mostly white and some grey, 

to a mixture of light browns and.some.white on activation. The color 

change. correspanded ,_to the valence- state thought ._ta be most, active (+.5). 

Molybdenum in the +6 sta1;:e·corresponds .to a color of greyish-white, 

whil.e the +5 state corresponds to light to medium dark brown (9). 
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After a reaction time of three hours for Run 1-M, the catalyst-was noted 

to have a distinct petroleum odor. Upon washing with chloroform and 

benzene, a product weight.of approximately .03 gm per 38 gm catalystwas 

measur~d. After drying, the polymer was observed to have a wax like 

nature. The gas temperature on.Run 1..,-M was about 900 to 10ooc. 

The activation time fG>r the second run-was shortened.by 15 minutes; 

however, the other conditions remained approximately the same as those 

for the first run. For this sec~nd run, the amount of polymer recovered 

wa$ approximately identical to the first run~ The third run.was a re~ 

peat of the first two, the main.variation being a few minutes activation 

time for the catalyst and the impurities level was reduced to the order 

of 100 ppm. The remaining runs were also made at impurities levels on 

the order of 100 ppm or lower. The first three runs indicated the 

activity of the catalyst was not affected significantly by variations 

in activation time (over 35 to. 60 minutes) nor the impurities level 

over a range of 30 to 2000 ppm. That is, the amount of conversion was 

the same for all three runs. If some factor other than temperature and 

impurities was inhibiting the reaction, the variation in act;ivation 

time at;ld·impurity level might not have been observed due to the low 

conversion caused by the limiting factor, i.e., t~e effect of changes 

in temperature and impurities could have been masked by another factor. 

Run 4-M was used to make sure the small conversions being record(" 

were not just residue from the catalyst itself. Run 4-M also indicated 

that .. some reduction was needed. The activation for the fourth Run con

sisted only of heating to 455°c for two hours with dry air passing ove7 

the catalyst but no subsequent H2 reduction. An in-line air dryer was 

µsed to insure no water was present in the air. Using air at this terr: · 
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peratur~ for.the a~tivation process should have oxidized the catalyst 

to its highest possible valence state• Indeed, the catalyst was· .. almost 

solid white,. correspondil'.lg to ... the +6 stat:e• 'l'he te~peratur~ of the re.., 

act:ton gas fot R.un 4-M was slightly higher.for tl;le 3 hours of reaction 

t:t111e. The catalyst ·ha4 1;10 strong petr.ole1,11Il smell, a1;1d after wash:l,ng it1 

chloroform and,·th~:n·evaporatien: tli:ere was no product residue. 

Ru~ 5-M was an investigatiQn of the other,extreme for the catalyst.· 

The catalyst was-reduced far four hours in a hydrogen·atmosphere.with 

no preceding oxidat;ion step. The treated catalyst was a medium to dark 

browu, colot', cqrresponding to the reduced +5 state •. Actually lower va-, 

lence (+3,+l) states may have been present;. however, based on c9lor only 

the +5 state :Was cc;>nfi~ed. Reaction temperature. for Rl,m 5-M was some, 

60°C·high~r than for the.previous.four.runs. After washing the.reacted 

catalyst, no -conversion was, detected •. 

For Runs 6-M through 9-M, the ;Lnternal temP.erature was held at ap-. 

proximate.ly 175°c. For Run 6..,M the reduction time for the catalyst ,_was 

15 minutes. The· variation in r~duction .times was·. used to obtain ,vary-:

ing mixtqres:of the.different valence states •. When .the catalyst from 

Run 6-M was-. boiled in" the solvents, .the amount of product ·obt;ain~c;J upon 

eV&poration was-approximately the.same,as that-from Runs 1-M threugh. 

3-M. However, tb,e product fol:' Run 6-M was noticea,bly."greasiet;" than· 

the. hard waxd!>f the first three. This. apparent .decrease, in mol.ecular 

weight; with·increase in temperature has been reported (12). 

For Ru'ijs 6-M, 7-M, anq 8-M the conditions were the.same.except for 

H2 reduction, which vat;ied from.5 to 35 minutes. The· resultant; polymer, 

formatio~ was. essentially the same· in these three runs. About .03"!tf'luirs 

of ,polymer per 38 grams of catalyst were obtained in each run. Run 8-M 

" " 
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shou~d be: compared ·.to Rul). 2-M for the ef feet .of temperature on t'be re"'-' 

act;f,.on, ,90° and 174oc respectively. The primary difference.was nc;>t the 

amo1,lnt of product, .. but the. apparent .decrease, in molecular weight upon 

increasing temperature. 

Catalyst. siz~ was- chang_ed from the 20 to 48 mesh particles to 1/8" 

by 1/8" pellets for Run 9-M. Re~ction temperature was-also lower than 

the previous four,runs. The product, however, was approximately.the 

same as Runs. 6-M to 8-M. 

Run:s 10.,.M and 11-M wer~ made in the activator bomb. . For the Run 

10-M, the catalyst was-reduced for one hou:r; at 430° to 480°c, t~mpera

t1,lre was allowed to decreased:to about 150°c, and.the activator was then 

maintaine4 witl). ethylene at 165 psig for_ 3 ·hours. At ·the end. of the 

reaction time the.catalyst:had to be scraped from the tube. Upon boil"" 

ing in.chloroform, benzene, and xylene, 1.7 grams of greases and waxes 

were removed. AnC!ther gram of h:f.gh molecular weight .polyethyle~e was 

removed with tricqlorobenzene. 

Run 11-M was a repeat of Run 10-M with the exception of catalyst 

size (1/8" x 1/8") and reaction temperature (2 hours at 455°c). No 

product was observed probably because this temperature is ab<;>ve the 

suggested range for polymerization and.also above the point at which 

polyethylene .will vaporize. 

Except for pressure, several runs with the. molybdena met the sug

gested conditions.for polymerization.· Rut!: 10-M for the molybdena con

firmed the_ need. for pressure. The conditions were approximately the 

same ·as Runs .. 1-M and 8-M giving c+ear .indicatien of the importance of 

pressure. The 165 psig used for Run 10-M was well below the suggested 

condition of 1100 psig. Th:f,s·lower pressure therefore.represents some· 



real possibil~ties for economizing the polymerization process and 165 

psig is at least equivalent to present commercial processes. 

32 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECO:f1MENDATIONS 

Conclusionf:! 

The polymerization was.not affected to a great degree at.moderate. 

cond:l.tions (18 psia, 170°C) using the nickel catalyst. The nickel cata

lyst seemed: extremely sensitive to the activation conditions. Reaction . 

did occur for the low pressure, but little polymer was obtained.. Tem

perature and impurities level.were .not solely responsible.for the low 

conversion •. 

The molybdena catalyst:appears to be easily activat~d for a range. 

of conditions, within the specified limits.. The molybdena catalyst\ 

showed that·the polymerization did take place at atmospheric pressure 

although·. at very low conversion .. One effect of temperature was to make 

the molecular weight of the products lower. The next to last run for 

the molybdena wa.s an. indicatic;>n of one of the possible variables to be 

investigated in finding good conversion .conditions. The higher pres

sure of the last·runs would indicate a mass.tranf:!fer.step as a possible 

controlling factor in the. polymer:t.zation. This was the conclusion. 

reached for the nick.el catalyst also. 

Recommendations 

There are possibilities for an improved polymerization proc~ss and 

the gas phase project shou+d be.continued. 

33 
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Th~·nickel catalyst did not appear to be a_prom:i,.sing catalyst at 

the ·modera.te ·conditions and a. detailed study of the active valence 

state.should be.made .. before ·furthe~ polymerization studies. The moly-

bdena.on·al~ina should be the catal.yst.used in·the. next. stuQ.y. Some 

specific recommendat.ions for the n~xt pr9ject on low pressure, gas 

phase polymerization are as follows: 

1. · Build anc;>ther flow type syst;:em similar to the one of this 
study with the added capability of operating at pressures as 
as high as 500 psig. 

2. Establish a precise method for measuring the conversion vs. 
amount of c~talyst UE:;ed. 

3. Determine th,e effect .of pressure from 100 psig to 500 psig. 

4. Try to regenerate.· the molybdena catalyst: for recycle use. · 

5. Using conversion per. gr~m of. catalyst -.,and the possible number 
of recycle times·for the.catalyst, rough out;: ~om~ economics 
for a commercial ,venture. · 
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CHROMA.TO.GRAPH OPERATION AND-CALCULATIONS 
OF AMOUNTS OF IMPURITIES 

Chromatograph Operation 

An F&M Scientific Corporation, Model 500 chromatograph was used~ The 

chromatograph was operated with the following list of control positions. 

1. Switch. for temperature programmer -- off 

2. Manual·temperature set.-- on. 

3. Temperature limit·-- 3000C 

4. Temperature selector ·-- block 

5. Column heater switch -- off 

6. Master power switch -- on '· 

7. Bridge power -- on 

8.o Milliamperes gage -- 150 

9. Column blower -- off 

10. Inj-eation port heater -- on 

11. Rheostat to control i~jection port -- 30 

12. Temperature controller fer injection port -- 1200C· 

13. Carrier gas contr.ol valve -- full open (35 cc per min.) 

A Minneapolis-Honeywell, Model Yl5307856-0l-05-o~ooo-615-07-009 re-

corder was used to. record the output ,signal of the chromatograph. 

Chart speed was 1.5 inches per minute •. 

The chromatograph was modified .by installing .a 7 ·port, Manual, 

Microtek valve. · The valve eliminate.d the possibility of injecting air 

with the.sample. For the sample.loop on the valve a 51" length o:t'---

1/8" copper tubing was used (2 cm3 volume). The value was installed 

18 
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between the helium control valve and th_e detector ,block such that a 

constant·flow of helium passed through the valve. The column was.pack7 

ed with Pora:pak-S, a·conunercial_packing made by Waters and Associates. 

The· chromatograph was-turned on and helium was-allowed to. flow 

through the syste'Ql for,24 hours. This allowed the instruments to warm 

up and impui::ities to. be carried out of the column. Next .the s~ple 

loop was-purged fer orte minu~e with the. reaction gas and a.sample was 

inj~cted into the system. The recordE;!r wasturned on and,the initial 

att;enuation was-set for the first peak. After the first peak came out 

on.the recorder the attenuation was reset for the second peak. The 

att.enuator was returned to its initial setting and the .sample· valve was 

returned to its original position ready for another sample. 

'I'.he ·amount of ethylene .. and impuritie1:1 was .. determined from a simple 

ratio of are~s ·.on the chromatogram curves. The exact impurity level· 

was not. deter.mined; however, the method .used would be a. conservative, 

but adequate, estimate, of the amount of impurities presen~. The thl;'ee 

chromatograms represent.the process -of reducing the impurities level 

in preparation for a polymerization run. 

Calculations 

Chromatogram 1 -- after 5 evacuations 

Small·Peal,<. Area 

Large Peak Area 

Impurity level = 

(47 squares) x (attenuation of 16) = 11~2 

· (375 squares) x (attenuation of 12'8) = 48,000 

1162/49.162 = 24,000 ppm 

Ch~omatogram 2 -- after 10 evacuations 

Small.Peak Area (41 squares) x·(attenuation o'f.4) = 164 

Large Peak Arel!\ (370 squares)" x (attenuation of 128) = 47 ,360 
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Impurity leveL= 164/47.526 = 3400 ppm'· 

Chromatogram 3 -- after 10 evacuations,and five minute purge 

Small Peak Area -- (1.5 squares) x (attem.!-ation of 1) = 1.5 

Large Peak Area -- (353 squares) x (attem~ation of 128) = 45.184 

Impurity level = 1.5/45,185 = 33 ppm 

Figures 6, 7 and 8 show.corresponding chromatG>grams. 
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